


OBJECTIVE:

● This is an introduction to graphic design with a 
focus on the fundamentals of logo design. 
Students will become familiar with the 
objectives and needs of a client (themselves) 
and develop logo designs based on those 
goals.

● Each student will create his/her logo to be 
used on all of their future class projects.



Graphic Design

Beginnings
● 19th Century: many consider William Morris the father of modern 

graphics. In the second half of 19th century his Kelmscott Press produced 
many of the graphic designs, and created a collector market for this kind 
of art. In Oxford he was associated with artists like Morris, Burne-Jones, 
and Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Together they formed the Pre-Raphaelites 
group, which their ideas influenced the modern graphic design 
considerably

Is the practice or profession of creating 
print or electronic forms of visual 

information for  areas such as 
publications, advertisement, packaging, 

or websites.



Examples:



Serif Font:

Beginnings
● Serifs are thought to have originated in the Roman 

alphabet with inscriptional lettering—words carved into 
stone in Roman antiquity. 

● 1968 Book The Origin of the Serif by Father Edward 
Catich is now broadly but not universally accepted: the 
Roman letter outlines were first painted onto stone, 
and the stone carvers followed the brush marks which 
flared at stroke ends and corners, creating serifs.

Is a serifs are semi-structural details on 
the ends of some of the strokes that 

make up letters and symbols. A 
typeface that has serifs is called a serif 

typeface. 
        (Ex: Times New Roman font) 



Examples:



Sans Serif Font:

Beginnings

● 5th Century: sans-serif letter forms can be found in Latin, 
Etruscan, and Greek inscriptions.

● 1723: The first known usage of Etruscan sans-serif foundry 
types was from Thomas Dempster's De Etruria regali libri VII.

● 1745: Caslon foundry made its the first sans-serif types for 
Etruscan languages, which was used by University Press, 
Oxford, for pamphlets written by Etruscan scholar John 
Swinton.

Is a sans-serif typeface is one that 
does not have the small features called 
serifs at the end of strokes. The term 

comes from the Latin word “sans”, 
meaning "without". (Example: Arial 

font) 



Examples:



Logos

Beginnings
● 13th century:  Trademarks for merchant, blacksmith, 

masons, also watermarks and crests
● 19th century: Industrial manufacturing 

● Products manufactured at a higher rate and shipped 
nationally

A logo is a name, symbol or trademark 
designed for easy recognition.  They represent 
the identity of an organization, product, brand, or idea



Logos Today

● Too many logos
● Every company, corporation, product, 

service, agency….. Has a logo  

● Name Design





Logo Design

A Good Logo should:
● Be unique
● Be Reproducable

● Resizable 
● Color, B&W, fax, on fabric

● Follow basic design principles
● Space, color, form, clarity

● Represent the company appropriately
● Speak to the target audience



Golden Rules of Logo Design

● A logo should clearly represent an 
organization’s identity.
● Keep it simple, keep it simple, keep it simple

● Logos should be effective at a large and small 
scale

● Logos should be effective in color and black & 
white



Keep it simple

● The evolution of the Apple logo.

● Sometimes less information is more powerful.



Good logos should be effective at a 
large and small scale

Which set of logos is the most effective at both scales?



Logos should be effective at a LARGE 
and SMALL scale

● A good logo should be effective on a billboard 
and a business card.



A logo should be effective in color or 
black & white



LOGOS CAN BE…

• Descriptive

• Symbolic



Descriptive

● What do you think this organization 
specializes in? Why?



Descriptive

● The Center for Architecture is an organization 
devoted to the public education and the 
research of architecture. The key is a symbol 
for access and the skyline represents 
architecture.



Descriptive

● How do these designs describe the brands 
they represents?



Symbolic

● Why do you think Apple chose this logo?



Symbolic
● Although this logo does not literally 

represent computers or technology, the 
apple is a symbol of knowledge. The “byte” 
taken out of the apple could symbolize you 
taking a bite out of knowledge.



FONTS AND COLOR
● Fonts and color can represent or describe 

and idea.

● Fonts can be descriptive

● The bold and capitalized text in these logos 
inspire confidence in the brands.



Fonts can be descriptive

What do these fonts say about these brands?



Color can be descriptive
● Red and yellow produce the most 

stimulating color combination, creating a 
sense of urgency and hunger. Brown 
literally represents the historic color of 
packing paper as well as the sense of being

solid and reliable.



Of these 10 Logo’s which is your 
favorite three (3) & Why?



LOGO DESIGN PROCESS

● Logo design can be divided into a few simple 
steps.
● Research and brainstorm

● Think about fonts

● Turn your ideas into forms and identify color

● Finalize design



Research and Brainstorm

●  Analyze and define what 
you are trying to represent

● Think, write, and sketch

● Develop a list of attributes 
and characteristics that best 
represent your goals

● Every thought and idea is 
relevant in this stage



Font
● Type the name of your company, product, or organization in several different 

fonts.

● The personality and attitude change with each font.

● Experiment with serif, sans serif, and novelty typefaces. Think of the type as an 
image.

● Choose a few directions that seem appropriate, and start combining type with 
icons or symbols.

● Try typing in uppercase and lowercase. Capital letters can make a mark look more

● serious or formal, while lowercase letters often feel more casual and relaxed.



Forms and Color
● Try starting with icons 

and symbols that are 
recognizable, but add a 
personal twist for your 
company, logo, or group.

● Combine letterforms 
with graphic and color 
elements to create a 
unique logotype.

● There are many viable 
solutions when designing 
a logo. Don’t be afraid to 
try several different 
directions.



Finalize Design

● Think about how your logo will be used and create a simple logo to avoid 
potential problems as your logo goes public.



Your Assignment is to Create a LOGO 
for yourself.

● Refer to the grading rubric given.

● The following are some examples of past 
student logo designs. Some are obviously 
better than other, but remember we are all 
different and thus so will be yours. 


















